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Get in Front of Your Security Requirements 

Secure Your Apple Devices
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Many organizations require devices meet certain restrictions in order to be 
compliant with government regulations. With that said, users don’t want 
devices configured in a way that destroys the user experience. Jamf  can help.

Security Review
Apple has a number of services that fully secure your Apple devices. These 
include FileVault for at-rest security, policy-driven management to meet your 
password and other security policies, and protection of data while being 
transmitted to and from servers. For those new to the platform, or for long-
time Jamf Pro administrators looking to have their deployment vetted, the 
Security Review will give you the peace of mind your organization requires, 
without a lot of unnecessary policies that lock users down.



What’s Included

Apple devices are among the most secure right out of the box. For those in need, Apple provides a 
number of additional security features to help harden your deployment. Not all of these are right for all 
environments. This is why Apple gives a number of features that can be enabled to bring a new level of 
security to your environment. Wading through all the options, and verifying that you’re using the right ones 
can be daunting. But, that’s why we’re here to help.

The Jamf Security Review gives you the following:

Compliance
Jamf Professional Services has been where you are now. We have helped  
Jamf Pro administrators secure large quantities of Apple devices, in some of the 
largest and most complicated environments in the world. If it’s possible, we can 
do it.
 
And, we can help you to do the same things. Don’t take the burden of proving 
your compliance or reviewing settings on your devices all by yourself if you don’t 
have to. We have scripts, extension attributes, best practices, and the vaunted 
Jamf  support team at our disposal. Get secure fast, and use us to do so! 

Scanning a subset of your hosts  
for known vulnerabilities

Best practices review to ensure devices  
meet with common security requirements

Review policies and how they impact 
usability of Apple devices

Infrastructure security guidance

Apple platform management training

Ready to get started?
We’re happy to help. Reach out to us at info@jamfsoftware.com or give us a call 612-605-6625.
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